


Future Legends Show Premise 
The Future Legends of racing all have to start somewhere. Many of todays NASCAR, Indy and 
Formula 1 drivers started in a race car series such as the Legends. The future stars are born on 

small tracks all over the country. One particular hot bed of Legends racing is in the North 
Carolina Charlotte region. This area is home to some of the top Nascar teams, along with some 
of the most up and coming legends racers. These family teams are all fighting for one thing.. To 

become the next racing legend! This show highlights their struggles,achievements and passion for 
the sport of racing.  We’ll take the viewer on an exciting journey from a racers perspective 

during a competition that covers everything from hands on professional instruction, head to head 
racing and an all out quest for the ultimate driver prize!  Who will be the.. Future Legend?



Driver Instructional Show Segment
During the show the racers will all meet at a Nascar track for a day filled with instructional input 
and a drive along from noted driver experience school.  Along with instructors, a special NASCAR 
driver guest will be on premises watching and giving tips as well.  This will be one of the highlights 
during the show. Racers will not only take away an awesome experience, but they will have tips 

and pointers that will help them in the race finally! 



The Future Legends finally plays out at the Speedway where all the drivers meet up 
for a one and done shootout, to see which racer will walk away with the ultimate 
racer NASCAR team experience.  The race will be heated and all the racers will be 

utilizing their new skills learned. Each driver will have a spec legend car which makes 
the competition evenly matched.  This puts the win in the in the hands of not only the 
best skilled, but the the best physically and emotionally prepared driver. One winner 
will prevail, but all the drivers will take away an experience of a lifetime and become 

one step closer to a Future Legend! 

Future Legends Finally



One racer will join a Nascar team in the pits during a major NASCAR race.  This is a 
true hands on experience with the driver and his team. This one on one experience 
will give the winning racer a true NASCAR experience and show them all the inner 

workings of a NASCAR team during an actual race. The winning driver will get picture 
opportunities and signed merchandise from the driver and team. This will be a day to 

truly remember. 

The Grand Prize


